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Company Information

Headquarters

Industry

Web Site

San Diego, California

Electric and Gas Utility 

www.sdge.com

SDG&E is a regulated public utility that provides energy service to 3.7 million people through 1.5M electric meters and 

900,000 natural gas meters in San Diego and South Orange County. Founded 141 years ago, we employ more than 

4,500 people who work every day to deliver the energy our customers need across 25 communities. We improve lives 

and communities by building the cleanest, safest and most reliable energy infrastructure company in America. We work 

to modernize our infrastructure and improve the customer experience through innovation and technology. Our 

commitment to sustainability is built into everything we do. We’re reducing our carbon footprint, fostering energy 

innovation & conservation and encouraging our employees and communities to take action to ensure a sustainable 

energy future. Our framework for the energy transition is centered on decarbonization, diversification and digitalization. 

We have pledged to reach net zero GHG emissions by 2045. To track progress, we are undertaking a rigorous, multi-

year effort to build a comprehensive, verified GHG inventory.
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Challenge Solution Outcome

San Diego Gas & Electric 

40%
Speed to market 
accelerated - 4x faster 
tech enhancement 
delivery time

4x
Increase in enrollment in 

customer facing on-line 

portal10%

SAP Leader

40% reduction in 
batch processing 
while adding 
significant volume

Technology: obsolescence with high 
operating costs, system instability 
and failure risk. Business: inability to 
pace with increased customer 
demands, outdated customer 
portal, inability to support 
exponential increase in data, and 
difficulty introducing changes in a 
complex regulatory environment

• SAP Cloud for Customer (C4C)

• SAP S/4HANA

• SAP Self- Service Accelerator (SSA)

• SAP Cloud Marketing

• Enterprise HANA

Clean energy transition capabilities. 

Modern end-user experience, 

simplified processes, improved 

portal. 1600 end-users proficient. 

Successful deployment. Stabilization 

concluded in 6 mos. Met top 10 key 

metrics in 30 days. Support model 

successfully stood up. Operating in 

Agile within 90 days.
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“This solution shapes our future. We have deployed and can now further advance 

innovative technologies designed to provide a premiere experience to SDG&E's 

customers. The implementation team delivered an exceptional systems architecture 

but most importantly, approached this project with our employees and customers as 

the central focus.”

Scott Crider, Senior Vice President of Customer Services and External Affairs
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Participating Partner Information 

"With over two decades of my career dedicated to Customer Transformation Programs, there are two items set the Envision program apart from others – a 
relentless commitment to business outcomes and partnership transparency. Envision defined, measured and managed the critical business KPIs throughout the 
programs journey and delivered real transformation to their customers and business stakeholders. SAP, SDGE& and Accenture continuously collaborated to drive 
the optimal SAP enabled business solution with full transparency.”

Dondi Schneider | North America Utilities Lead | Senior Managing Director

"In my 21 years at SAP the Envision project was one of the best I have had the opportunity to experience. Every aspect of this initiative was well planned and 
executed. SDG&E used the opportunity to transform their entire billing process and customer engagement model setting themselves up for the massive change 
taking place in the utilities industry. If asked to pick one thing to explain the success of this project, it would be the people. While technology, process and 
governance are all important it was the positive attitude of everyone involved, from the executive team to everyone working day to day on the project. It’s one thing 
to have a good attitude when everything is going well, but it means so much more when that same positive attitude happens when challenges arise. This team 
stepped up and leaned into every challenge, faced every obstacle knowing that they would get through it together. I am proud to say I got to play a small role in such 
a successful, innovative transformation."

Michael O’Donnell National Vice President, Utilities, SAP

“ 

Primary Systems Integrator: Accenture

Participating Partners: SAP, EY, SEW, KPMG
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Business Challenges and Objectives

Business Challenges Project Objectives
• Modernize platform
• Deploy cloud technology
• Implement flexible/agile system
• Improve the customer experience
• Streamline the technology
• Adopt standard practices and limit customization
• Implement robust billing rate engine
• Single source of trusted data that 

instills confidence
• Digital centricity for customers
• Improve user adoption of self-service tools
• Improve speed to market
• Improve and sustain system reliability
• Application enablement; seamless integration 

with over 40 systems and 3rd party applications
• Single view of the customer
• Realize process efficiencies
• Simplify employee experience

• Instability in legacy systems, leading to 
delays in billing and on-line system outages

• Technology obsolescence 
• Inability to keep pace with customer 

expectations
• Overly customized legacy systems
• Difficult and costly to implement solutions in 

California's complex regulatory environment
• Disparate data across multiple systems
• Limited view of customer interactions
• Business transactions unnecessarily complex 

and fragmented
• User experience degraded
• Outdated and inconsistent customer 

experience
• Absence of cloud technologies in CIS 

solution
• Lengthy deployments for new 

enhancements
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Project or Use Case Details

SDG&E is faced with a rapidly evolving environment fueled by:

• Regulatory and business changes involving new products and services

• Customer expectations and demands for analytics/insights into consumer patterns

• An industry and consumer collective push toward energy efficiency, environmental 

conservation and operational efficiency.

A modern SAP platform supports business needs by providing a flexible technology 

framework that:

• Allows agile response to new regulatory and consumer demands

• Enables timely delivery of compliance needs

• Provides resiliency and security with Cloud technologies

• Enables 360 view of customer

• Single source of truth for data integrity

• Evolves with industry changes and demands to enable capabilities of the future
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Business Process Details

Process Before Process After

Speed of Change for Regulatory Programs

• Prior to the implementation of its SAP 

systems, SDG&E had major challenges with 

making system changes to meet the ever-

changing energy market in California. 

SDG&E’s legacy CIS had long outlived its 

useful life and regulatory changes routinely 

took 12-24 months to implement and often 

required manual processes.

• SDG&E’s systems were unable to support 

large-scale third-Party supplier interactions, 

such as Community Choice Aggregation 

(CCA).

• SDG&E is equipped to meet the fast-paced 
energy market. We have consistently delivered 
large complex changes within a 3 mos cycle. This 
includes implementation of Covid-19 relief 
policies for customers, solar programs and 
electric vehicle programs. This pace to market 
has enabled us to save significant costs and 
meet customer and stakeholder expectations.

• The SAP system has been configured to 
successfully support over 1M customers 
transitioning to and being provided service from 
third-party suppliers (CCA).

• The rapid pace at which we can now meet 
market demands makes SDG&E a leader. Other 
utilities are seeking to emulate SDG&E’s 
successful implementation and flexible 
architecture.
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Business Process Details

Process Before Process After

• With the implementation of Envision, SDG&E now 

has a consolidated 360-degree view of 

our customers. Data is easily accessible for 

our employees, making the conversation with 

customers much more efficient and effective.

• SDG&E's new SAP architecture allows for a 

consistent customer experience regardless of 

channel.

• SDG&E replaced its legacy MyAccount system with 

SAP’s Self Service Accelerator (SSA). This has 

streamlined and improved the customer experience 

with simplified and easy to use on-line 

processes. This framework will allow SDG&E to 

continually improve its on-line customer experience.

360-Degree View of the Customer

• Prior to Envision, SDG&E had a fragmented 

and incomplete view of its customers. 

Critical customer data often existed across 

multiple systems or not at all. The 

incomplete view of the customer made it 

extremely difficult for employees to have 

effective conversations with customers, (e.g. 

SDG&E employees having to ask customers 

to read recent communications over the 

phone that the customer had received from 

SDG&E). With such a fragmented view, 

customer experiences with SDG&E's IVR, 

phone calls into the Customer Contact 

Center and SDG&E's online MyAccount 

system were inconsistent and confusing.
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Business Process Details

Process Before Process After

• Prior to the implementation of its SAP 

systems, SDG&E had challenges with its 

system data. This included overall accuracy 

of its data and consistency across the 

systems.  The level of inaccuracy and 

inconsistency led to incorrect business 

decisions and a lower level of customer 

trust.

• Under the legacy architecture, SDG&E 

experienced significant system reliability and 

performance issues.  Unplanned outages 

were commonplace and often lasted for 

multiple hours, especially with the legacy on-

line MyAccount system  

• As part of its Envision implementation, SDG&E 

performed a significant data cleansing activity to 

support the conversion into its SAP systems. In 

addition, SDG&E has been able to implement 

several system controls and validations to 

ensure the long-term quality of its data. These 

efforts have enabled SDG&E to make data-driven 

decisions and continue to build a level of trust with 

its customers.

• SDG&E now has a much more reliable 

architecture that its employees and customers use 

without having to worry whether the system will go 

down. Unplanned outages are quickly identified 

and resolved.

Data Quality and System Reliability
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Business Process Details

Process Before Process After

• Prior to the implementation of its SAP 

system, SDG&E had 5 different sub systems 

for calculating and providing customers with 

comparisons of its programs and rates.  

Having different systems required a 

significant amount of overhead and led to 

instances where the different systems were 

not providing customers with a consistent 

answer.  This led to a significant amount of 

customer confusion and frustration.

• SDG&E’s legacy systems required heavy 

customization when it came to complex 

programs, such as hourly pricing and 

electric vehicle charging.  The customization 

was both costly to build and maintain, and 

frequently impacted customer experience.

• As part of the implementation, SDG&E 

successfully consolidated all its rate comparison 

and bill calculation engines into one common 

process within SAP S/4HANA. This was a 

complex undertaking that required co-innovation 

efforts between SDG&E, Accenture and SAP. The 

industry leading result has allowed SDG&E to 

significantly reduce costs and ensure a consistent 

and accurate rate comparison calculation across 

all its channels.

• SDG&E was able to leverage SAP configuration to 

help reduce customization to our complex 

programs. The configuration has already allowed 

SDG&E to quickly and easily make changes to key 

programs for its customers.

Rate Comparison and Complex Programs
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Benefits and Outcomes

Business or Social IT* Human Empowerment

* IT benefits are required if you are using SAP Business Technology Platform products

• Customer experience 
improved. Outage maps 
available to customers; 
safety and reliability of the 
services we provide.

• CCA is important in the 
communities we serve; 
transitioning customers, at 
scale, seamlessly to the third 
party providers is imperative. 
Covid response: Swift 
response to implement bill 
pay relief measures and 
process changes.

• Maintain bill accuracy for 
high volume of bills 
processed and 15-minute 
intervals consumed.

• Established new baseline for 

expectations, a culture of 

learning and innovating:

• > 1600 users virtually trained 

in new ways of 

learning. Employees 

empowered to self-serve 

using tools for reporting and 

analytics. Simplified and 

guided transactions allowed 

for better customer and user 

experience. Shift from legacy 

custom builds to using 

standard processes 

established new ways of 

working; process change not 

technology. 

• Performance improved

• Ability to scale

• Introduced cloud technology 
for CIS

• Improved reliability 

• Simplified architecture

• Seamless integration with 3rd

party applications and other 
internal systems

• Single source of data

• SAP first guiding principle

• Co-innovation with peers
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Architecture
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SAP® technologies used:

Date 

Number of end usersDeployment status

Number of customers

Transaction Volume

Deployment Details 1 of 2

SAP

product

Primary

product
Deployment status 
LIVE or POC [proof of concept]

Contribution 

to project

1
SAP S/4HANA Utilities Live Core meter to cash system that supports getting timely and accurate bills to 

customers, collections, customer programs and deregulation integration.

2
SAP Sales and Service Live Provides customer engagement platform for agent calls and integrated IVR self 

service. Enables business processes such as account set up, turn on/off, customer 

moves, bill inquiry, payment arrangements and program enrollment/drop.

3
SAP Self-Service 

Accelerator for Utilities by 

SEW

Live Enables digital self service both through "MyAccount" (website) and mobile application 

[Android/IOS]. Enterprise portal for Commercial and Industrial 

customers. Transactional notification platform. Digitally enables self service processes 

above in Sales & Service, along with rate compare.

4

SAP Document Presentment by 

OpenText

1)Doc Presentment

2)Enterprise Content Management

3)Archiving and Doc Access

4)Digital Asset Management

Live Document creation and storage for system generated documents such as 

invoices and letters. Enables dynamic composition, ad-hoc correspondence 

and image archiving to support image retrieval both in Sales and Service and 

Self-Service Accelerator.

5
SAP HANA, enterprise 

edition

Live Predictive and real-time analytics engine for SAP and non-SAP data. 

Operational reporting for Customer Service along with regulatory reports 

and trending analysis.

4/5/2021

1600Live 

16.8M bills, 4.9B intervals of data, 

1.2M calls annually

x

X

3.6 Million
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SAP® technologies used:

Date 

Number of end usersDeployment status

Number of customers

Transaction Volume

Deployment Details 1 of 2

SAP

product

Primary

product
Deployment status 
LIVE or POC [proof of concept]

Contribution 

to project

1
SAP Marketing Cloud Live Enables program offerings such as paperless billing to be communicated to target 

groups of customers in the form of a campaign

2
SAP Integration Suite Live Supports integration and process flow between suite of SAP cloud products and SAP 

on premise applications.

3
SAP Knowledge Central by 

NICE

Live Knowledge management for the inbound call center and payment offices

4
SAP Analytics Cloud Live Provides standard utilities industry reporting for consumption, billing and receivables 

analysis. Enables self service reporting for super users.

5
SAP Customer Data Cloud Live Supports customer identify and profile. Enables two factor 

authentication for the customer.

1600

3.6 Million

16.8M bills, 4.9B intervals of 

data, 1.2M calls annually

Live 

4/5/2021
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SAP® technologies used:

Date 

Number of end usersDeployment status

Number of customers

Transaction Volume

Deployment Details 1 of 2

SAP

product

Primary

product
Deployment status 
LIVE or POC [proof of concept]

Contribution 

to project

1
SAP Analytics Hub Live Location for all reports enterprise wide for Reporting and Analytics

2
SAP Enable Now Live Used for Training as well as production online help for agents using Sales and Service.

3
SAP Process 

Orchestration

Live Integration for SAP between and non-SAP applications. High volume and critical 

interface processing along with error handling is driven through PO.

Live 

4/5/2021

1600

3.6 Million

16.8M bills, 4.9B intervals of data, 

1.2M calls annually
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The following offerings from SAP Services and Support were utilized during the implementation 

or deployment phase

SAP MaxAttention™

SAP ActiveAttention™

SAP Advanced Deployment

RISE with SAP for Industries

SAP Innovative Business Solutions

Other:

SAP Value Assurance

SAP Cloud ALM

Deployment Details 2 of 2

SAP Advisory Services

SAP Customer Experience Solutions

SAP Preferred Success

SAP Solution ManagerSAP Innovation Services

SAP Enterprise Support

Contribution to the project

Co-innovation with SAP and Accenture F1 program

SAP MaxAttention – supported performance testing and go-live incident troubleshooting.  

SAP Value Assurance – provided design review at completion of design phase. 

SAP Innovation Services/Innovative Business Solutions – implemented ~80 use cases into the product which reduced 

SDGE custom work.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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The following advanced technologies were part of the project.

Advanced Technologies (1 of 2)

Technology 

or use case
Product *

Contribution to project and how product 

used integrates with SAP products

1 Contact Center enablement

Large C&I Account Executive 

enablement

Sales and Service C4C sales and Service Provides customer engagement platform for 

voice calls and integrated IVR self service. Enables business 

processes such as account set up, turn on/off, customer moves, bill 

inquiry, payment arrangements and program enrollment/drop. C4C 

integrates seamlessly with Backend SAP-ISU system via CPI.

2 Campaign management

Customer segmentation

Cloud Marketing Could Marketing Enables program offerings such as paperless billing 

to be communicated to target groups of customers in the form of a 

campaign. Cloud Marketing integrates well with SAP products such 

as Hana EE, SAP-ISU via CPI.

3 Daily billing and consumption analysis SSA (Solex) Integrated real-time Daily, Hourly and 15 minute usage directly with 

S/4 OData services rather than using batch processes. Real-time 

services were used for transactions such as Move-In instead of 

relying upon batched parked documents providing customer instance 

feedback.  Real-time SAP Bill-To-Date and Bill-Forecast services are 

displayed when a customer logs into their MyAccount/Mobile 

experience.

4 Rate comparison

Electric Vehicle Billing

Core S/4 Leverages SAP ISU real-time rate engine for all billing, simulations 

and rate comparisons creating a consistent calculation across all use 

cases and customer channels.  Includes all hourly pricing programs 

supporting electric vehicle charging.
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The following advanced technologies were part of the project.

Advanced Technologies (2 of 2)

Technology 

or use case
Product *

Contribution to project and how product 

used integrates with SAP products

3 Advanced cloud integration
New business models using API’s, Connecting 

business partner(s) with API’s, Integration Advisor, 

Digital integration hub architecture, Event Mesh

SAP Integration Suite C4C and SAP S/4HANA Integrated; Ehana Services, Marketing

4 Advanced and augmented 
analytics
Real-time and streaming analytics, spatial 

analytics, natural language processing, machine 

learning to identify trends, patterns, and outliers, 

predictive analytics and planning)

SAP HANA, enterprise 

edition

SAP Analytics Cloud

Data available real-time in SAP HANA, enterprise edition from 

source SAP S/4HANA. Predictive analytics arrearage, add other 

use cases

5 Combined transactions and 
analytics on single data set
Reduce data latency and footprint from dedicated 

data marts, data warehouses and data lakes (> 

1TB)

SAP HANA, enterprise 

edition

Duplicate above; pulled in SAP and non-SAP source customer 

data for 360 view

6 Multi-Factor Authentication
Innovated with SAP to provide new real-time 

integrations with CDC for multi-factor 

authentication functionality.

Customer Data Cloud First implementation of SAP Self Service Accelerator integration 

with SAP Customer Data Cloud (used for customer identity).
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Additional Information

•CIS Implementation Video

IMPROVED

MODERNIZED

TRANSFORMED

Watch our Transformation Journey Here:  

https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/vimeo.com/578193977?embedded=true&amp;source=video_title&amp;owner=8636487__;!!DHZoJIs!4yFQByhKFBWMME6_Hvg08cAF5vUQxmF2K_s95-VOtFzNQRVYzG0DNtI5OCb3uw$

